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It’s New To You (“INTY”) Contemporary Series

Izumi Miyahara, flute
Joe Neville, percussion
Blake Richardson, piano
Lao Li, violin
Kenneth Schoon, cello
Christopher Hill, conductor

—Brief Pause—

(continued on back)
I. Prologue
II. “Dance the Orange”
III. Elegy
IV. Tarantella
V. Anthem
VI. Epilogue

Ellen Wieser, soprano
Courtney Klafter, flute
Merlin Von Frankenberg, clarinet
Zach Cooper, horn
Ryder Shelley, percussion
Mark Gibson, piano*
Lao Li, violin
John Ma Pou Mang, violin
Johnnia Stigall, viola
Kenneth Schoon, cello
Chris Leverenz, bass

Anunziata Tomaro, conductor

*CCM Faculty Member